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                                                  WITH A FRIEND LIKE YOU 
                                                                by Fanny Blake 
 
Sometimes silence is better than the truth… 

Beth is a woman in control of all aspects of her life and family, with a stellar career and her house an 

oasis of calm order. 

Her closest friend, Megan, is very different; somehow she swims through the chaos of her teaching 

job and her family life with ease, ignoring the clutter on the stairs, and the cats’ footprints on the 

kitchen work tops. 

While they could not be more different, Beth and Megan have a friendship built over years of shared 

laughter, tears and a true understanding of each other’s strengths and weaknesses. 

Because that’s what friends do. 

But when Beth’s daughter drops a bombshell, a wedge is driven between Beth and Megan. What 

begins as a mild misunderstanding develops into a full-blown argument, and then a simmering feud. 

As the two women square up to do battle in the London suburbs, there’s everything to play for. 

All’s fair in love and war… 

With her customary wisdom, insight and wicked wit, Fanny Blake shines a light on to female 

friendships and enmity, in this delicious tale of two so-called best friends. 

‘I love that she writes about women our age, and the painful and wise truths we know.’ Marian 

Keyes 

‘Friendships, families and frenemies, a wonderful soap opera for grown-ups.’ Adele Parks 

‘Fanny Blake has the gift of creating wonderful page turners from very domestic situations; and 

making them warm and funny as well.’ Penny Vincenzi  

 

UK publication date: 5th March, 2015. 

 

UK: Orion (Kate Mills) 
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And written for the hugely successful ‘Quick Reads’ series: 

                                                                                     
                                                                                      

 
                                                                                     RED FOR REVENGE  
                                                                                     by Fanny Blake 
 
Maggie is married with two grown-up children. Her twenty-five year old marriage to Phil has lost its 

sparkle. 

Carla is widowed. She understands life is short so she lives it to the full. But is her new romance all 

that it seems? 

When the two women meet in the beauty salon, they soon find they have more in common than the 

colour of their nails. 

The discovery that they are sharing the same man is shocking. Together they decide to teach Phil a 

lesson or two he will never forget. 

 

UK publication date: 5th February, 2015 

 

UK: Orion (Juliet Ewers) 
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                                                                                         WE THAT ARE LEFT 

                                                                                          by Clare Clark 

It is 1910 and to ten-year-old Oskar Grunewald, the only child of a penniless German composer, the 

Melville family is impossibly, incomprehensibly glamorous. Born into privilege, buttressed by 

inherited wealth, their certainties are as unshakeable as the walls of their Victorian estate. 

Since Lady Melville is his mother’s oldest friend, mathematics obsessed Oskar is frequently invited to 

stay at Ellinghurst. The castle enchants him but he is shy and awkward with the Melville children 

who never include him in any of their games. Instead Oskar seeks refuge in the castle’s vast library 

where for the first time he discovers physics, not the classic Newtonian principles they teach him at 

school but revolutionary new theories of the atom that challenge everything scientists have believed 

for more than three hundred years. 

Oskar dreams of becoming a great physicist. But when Theo Melville is killed in the Great War, 

shattering his family, Oskar finds himself drawn reluctantly into the gaping hole left by his death. 

While Sir Aubrey Melville obsessively pursues an heir who will love Ellinghurst as he does, his 

inconsolable wife turns to spiritualism in a desperate bid to hold onto her lost son. 

And as Oskar grows to maturity, he finds that his life becomes inextricably entwined with Theo’s 

sisters, Phyllis and Jessica, as they struggle to forge their own paths in a world that is changed 

beyond recognition.  

A brilliant novel about love and loss, WE THAT ARE LEFT explores the devastating effect of the First 

World War and the choices a family must make when all the conditions and convictions upon which 

they have constructed their lives have been smashed into smithereens. 

 

UK publication date: 2nd April, 2015 

 

UK: Secker/Harvill (Michal Shavit                    US: Houghton Harcourt (Andrea Schulz)                   

France: Flammarion                                            Germany: Hoffman & Campe 
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                                         THE PERFECT MOTHER 

                                                                       by Nina Darnton 

 

When an American exchange student is accused of murder, her mother will stop at nothing to save 

her. 

A midnight phone call shatters Jennifer Lewis’s carefully orchestrated life. Her daughter, Emma, 

who’s` studying abroad in Spain, has been arrested after the brutal murder of another student. 

Jennifer rushes to her side, certain the arrest is a terrible mistake and determined to do whatever is 

necessary to bring Emma home. But as she begins to investigate the crime, she starts to wonder 

whether she ever really knew her daughter. The police charge Emma, and the press leaps on the 

story, exaggerating every sordid detail. One by one, Emma’s defence team, her father and finally 

even Jennifer begin to have doubts. 

A novel of harrowing emotional suspense, THE PERFECT MOTHER probes the dark side of 

parenthood and the complicated bond between mothers and daughters. 

 

US publication date: 25th November, 2014 

 

US: Plume (Clare Ferraro/Denise Roy)                   Germany: Goldmann 
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                                 YOUR FATHER SENDS HIS LOVE 

                                                              by Stuart Evers 

 

Stuart Evers’s debut collection, Ten Stories About Smoking, announced the arrival of a distinctive 

voice in British storytelling, and was the winner of the London Book Award. It was described as 

‘touching, true and shocking’ (Irish Times), ‘original and quietly devastating’ (Daily Telegraph) and 

‘staggeringly impressive’ (Daily Mail). His novel If This Is Home, was published the following year to 

similarly stunning reviews. 

Now, in YOUR FATHER SENDS HIS LOVE, one of our finest young writers gives us a moving and vivid 

exploration of parental love and parental mistakes, set in the past, present and future. Unified by 

their compassion, animated by the unsaid, and by how powerfully they extract the luminous from 

the ordinary, these compelling and inventive stories are already causing great excitement. 

‘A thrillingly inventive collection of stories about alienation and longing and dread. Stuart Evers 

writes with great subtlety about all the ways we estrange ourselves from the people we love and 

about the rare moments of grace in which we somehow stumble home again.’ Jenny Offill 

‘Wit is a precision weapon, and Stuart Evers is astonishingly precise. It takes an enormous and well-

calibrated brain to put together a collection like YOUR FATHER SENDS HIS LOVE. It is one of the 

funniest – savagely funny, tenderly funny – and therefore one of the most moving, books I’ve read in 

a long time.’ Teju Cole 

‘Evers’ everymen break my heart.’ Eimear McBride 

 

UK publication date: 2nd May, 2015 

 

UK: Picador (Kate Harvey)  
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                            MY LIFE AND THE BEAUTIFUL MUSIC 

                                                          by Jon Hotten 

 

Los Angeles, 1988. In a summer of hedonism, everyone wants their share. 

On Sunset Strip, undiscovered bands live in chaos and dream of emulating their heroes: Motley 

Crue, Van Halen, Poison and all the other chancers who got lucky… Above them in the canyons, the 

city’s privileged youth live another life. Drifting between these distant worlds is a journalist on the 

trail of stories – of a rock-star wannabe who may or may not be who he says he is, a guitar player 

who will do anything to succeed, and the famous, nearly famous and not-so-famous proving nothing 

exceeds like excess. 

Then comes beautiful Iris, distant Brenna, ambivalent Blair, Lana the singer, taking their chances, 

losing their way, doing whatever it takes. 

Set in the glory days when the music business was a vast and amoral empire where stardom seemed 

arbitrary and sex, drugs and rock ‘n’ roll were the lifestyle of choice, MY LIFE AND THE BEAUTIFUL 

MUSIC is a novelised account of John Hotten’s years working for Kerrang! Magazine and blurs 

memoir, myth and reality to recreate the last, lost era of a now-vanished world. 

 

UK publication date: June, 2015 

 

UK: Cape (Dan Franklin) 
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                                                           THE EVENING CHORUS 
                                                                by Helen Humphreys 
 

James Hunter, shot down on his first mission as an RAF observer, spends his war as a prisoner, 

watching a family of nesting Redstarts. 

Rose, James’s young wife, is spending her war alone in a shepherd’s cottage on the lip of the 

Ashdown Forest in Sussex. She hardly knew James before he went away, hardly read his letters now, 

full as they are of notes about birds. She has her dog Harris for company, and sometimes Harris’s 

sister, Clementine, appears out of the forest at her back door to join them. At night Rose works as a 

warden, walking through the village enforcing the blackout. When darkness is complete she meets 

with her lover, Toby, another young pilot. 

The timing could not be worse when James’s sister, Enid, is bombed out of her home in London and 

comes to live in Rose’s tiny cottage. Both women are guarded, not wanting to share their secrets, so 

with Rose unaccountably absent so much of the time, Enid begins to take her books, her specimen 

bag and a detailed map, to record the minutiae of the Forest.  

Years later, James remembers a day when he was taken into the woods and was sure he was going 

to be shot. Instead the Kommandant showed him a pair of Cedar Waxwings high in the trees. Rose 

remembers a day when her dogs brought her a rabbit foot that seemed to presage the end of her 

happiness. 

And Enid remembers a strange, contended interlude in her life when she shared a meagre cottage 

with her sister-in-law. 

The moments that come to define a life are not what we expect in this brilliant tour de force about 

lives torn apart by war and healed by nature. 

‘A poised, lyrical novel about the griefs of war, written with poetic intensity of observation’ Helen 

Dunmore 

‘THE EVENING CHORUS serenades people brutally marked by war yet enduring to live – and relish – 

the tiny pleasures of another day. With her trademark prose – exquisitely limpid – Humphreys 

convinces us of the birdlike strength of the powerless.’ Emma Donoghue 

UK publication date: 3rd February, 2015 

UK: Serpent’s Tail (Rebecca Gray)    US: Houghton Harcourt (Jenna Johnson) 

Canada: Harper Collins (Jane Warren)           Italy: Playground 
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                                                              NEVERHOME 
                                                                        by Laird Hunt 
 
Hundreds of women disguised themselves as men and fought in the Civil War. Because discovery of 

their false identities meant humiliation and imprisonment, they took their stories to the grave. In 

NEVERHOME, Laird Hunt gives life to this forgotten chapter of American history. A brilliant inversion 

of Cold Mountain’s odyssey narrative, here Penelope must find her way back from the battlefield to 

her husband. Our narrator, Constance “Ash” Thompson, gives us access to a woman’s distinctive 

triumphs as she fights alongside men. But there is no whitewashing her traumas as she wends her 

way home to a great tragedy. The ghosts of war haunt these pages. Hunt’s great achievement is not 

only giving Constance such a convincing voice, but also allowing her story to remain bitter and 

unsettling. The experiences of these unsung women soldiers should disturb us, as Hunt rightly 

understands. And with the mastery of trained historian, he captures the strange, imaginative 

language of rural 19th-century America. 

‘A spare, beautiful novel, so deeply about America and the language of America that its sentences 

seem to rise up from the earth itself. Laird Hunt had me under his spell from the first word of 

NEVERHOME to the last. Magnificent.’ Paul Auster 

‘Laird Hunt’s new novel is a beguiling and evocative story about love and loss, duty and deceit. 

Through the assured voice of his narrator and the subtle beauty of his writing, NEVERHOME took me 

on a journey so thoroughly engrossed that there were times the pages seemed to turn themselves.’ 

Kevin Powers, author of The Yellow Birds. 

‘…an enthralling novel…Hunt’s novel is an exquisitely wrought vision of the terrible ravages of war – 

on the land, on the human body, and on the mind – as encountered by a tough, clever woman.’ Sarah 

Johnson 

UK publication date: 9th September, 2014 

 

UK: Chatto (Juliet Brooke)                                  US: Little Brown (Josh Kendall) 

France: Actes Sud                                                 Germany: BTB 

Holland: Meridiaan                                               Italy: Bompiani                                                       

Spain: Blackie Books                                             Film: Element Pictures/Film 4 
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                               YES! I CAN MANAGE, THANK-YOU! 
                                                            by Virginia Ironside 
 
Another year; another January. It’s time for those resolutions you’ll fail to keep and a new diary for 

Marie Sharp. 

Now that her darling grandson Gene is at school, she’s got more time on her hands and she’d better 

find something to do with it. 

She joins Facebook but can’t see the point of it. 

She takes in a new male lodger – who isn’t bad-looking, so now she puts on her make-up before she 

boils the kettle for her morning cuppa. 

She is determined to get fit. 

But then Marie discovers some curious symptoms that worry her and goes to see the doctor. 

And then she becomes suspicious that the lodger is not all he seems. 

Marie is back, facing laughter and disaster and treating them just the same. 

She is certainly getting older, but in her inimitable style, she is still failing to grow up… 

 

‘Marie Sharp is a genius comic creation. Few books are so original, so entertaining and so thought-

provoking.’ Daily Express 

 

UK publication date: March, 2015 

 

UK: Quercus (Jane Wood)                   Germany: Goldmann 
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                                         SHE WILL BUILD HIM A CITY 
                                                                      by Raj Kamal Jha 
 
 
As night falls in Delhi, a mother spins tales for her sleeping daughter. A young man rides the metro 

and dreams of murder. A new-born wrapped in a blood-red towel lies on the steps of an orphanage 

as his mother walks away. 

There are twenty million bodies in this city and this woman, man and child are only three. 

But their stories – of a secret love that blossoms in the shadows of grief, of a corrosive guilt that 

taints the soul and of an orphaned boy who maps out his own destiny – weave in and out of the lives 

of those around them to form a dazzling kaleidoscope of a novel. 

Raj Kamal Jha won the Commonwealth Writers’ Prize for Best First Book (Eurasia) and was 

shortlisted for the Guardian First Book Away. His novels have been published in over a dozen 

languages. 

 

Praise for The Blue Bedspread: 

‘Something rather remarkable, almost a coming of age of the Indian novel.’ John Fowles 

‘An incantatory, audacious book.’ Guardian 

 

UK publication date: 26th February, 2015 

 

World English: Bloomsbury (Diya Kar Hazra & Helen Garnons-Williams) 
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                      HIGH DIVE  
                                                            by Jonathan Lee  
 
In September 1984, a man calling himself Roy Walsh checked into The Grand Hotel in Brighton, 

England, and planted a bomb in room 629. The device, set on a long delay timer that pushed the 

limits of engineering skill at the time, was primed to explode in twenty-four days, six hours and six 

minutes when intelligence had confirmed that Margaret Thatcher and her whole cabinet would be 

staying in the hotel. 

Taking us inside one of the 20th century’s most ambitious assassination attempts – “making history 

personal,” as one character puts it – Lee’s novel moves between the luxurious hospitality of a British 

tourist town and the troubled city of Belfast, Ireland, at the height of the armed struggle between 

the Irish Republican Army and those loyal to the UK government. 

The story moves between fiction and fact, changing perspective between Sam, a young Irishman 

who gets caught up in the bomb plot; Moose, the ambitious deputy manager planning every detail 

of the prime minister’s visit, set upon career advancement at last, and his daughter, Freya, who is 

marking time working in the hotel while she decides what to make of her life. 

Jonathan Lee has been described as ‘a British writer on the cusp of greatness’ – in supple prose that 

makes room for laughter as well as tears, his third novel, HIGH DIVE is a darkly intimate portrait of 

how the ordinary may unfold into tragedy. 

 

‘A completely absorbing novel about the lives of people who struggle in small and massive ways. 

Lee’s writing is poignant, fluid, and very funny. Above all else it feels honest – you can see yourself in 

all of his characters. I really did love this book, and I’m still thinking and worrying about it.’ Evie Wyld 

‘HIGH DIVE is both wistful and very funny. It is also genuinely lyrical. But more than anything, what 

distinguishes it from so many other novels is its rare sincerity.’ Alexander Maksik 

‘A major new voice in British fiction.’ The Guardian  

 

UK publication date:  4th June, 2015 

 

UK: Heinemann (Jason Arthur)                   US: Knopf (Diana Miller)                   Germany: BTB 
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                                                                           THE MOUNTAIN CAN WAIT 
                                                                           by Sarah Leipciger 
 

Her face in the headlights flashed like a coin. She was an instant, the sulphuric flare of a match. 

Tragedy erupts in a moment. Lives are shattered irrevocably. A young man drives off into the night, 

leaving a girl injured, perhaps fatally so. 

From that cliffhanger beginning, Sarah Leipciger takes readers back and forward in time to tell the 

haunting story of one family’s unravelling in rural logging country where the land is still the 

economic backbone. 

Like the novels of Annie Proulx, this extraordinarily lyrical debut is rooted in richly detailed nature 

writing and sharply focused on small town mores and the particularities of regional culture. 

Marrying the propulsive story of a father and son who, in the wake of the catastrophe, must 

confront their private demons to reach for redemption with an evocative meditation on our 

environmental legacy, THE MOUNTAIN CAN WAIT introduces Sarah Leipciger as a talent to watch. 

 

‘A taut, psychologically gripping novel populated by original characters constantly at battle with 

nature, family, society and themselves. This is a book that kept me up at night. Leipciger has 

Margaret Atwood’s rare flair for crafting an intelligent and suspenseful novel.’ Nickolas Butler, 

bestselling author of Shotgun Love Songs 

 

UK publication date: 7th May, 2015 

 

UK: Tinder Press/Headline (Mary-Anne Harrington)                   US: Little Brown (Laura Tisdel) 

Holland: Ambo Anthos      

 

Film: Pundersons Gardens/Marcus Werner Hed 
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                                                                 10:04 
                                                                          by Ben Lerner 
 
In the last year, the unnamed narrator of Ben Lerner’s new novel has enjoyed unexpected literary 

success, has been diagnosed with a serious heart condition, has become his mentor’s literary 

executor, and has been asked by his best friend to help her conceive a child, despite his dating a 

rising star in the visual arts. In a New York of increasingly frequent super storms and political unrest, 

he must reckon with several different orders of temporality at once: his biological mortality, the 

prospect of literary immorality, and the possibility of (unconventional) fatherhood in a city that 

might soon be underwater. 

In prose that is in turns moving and hilarious, lyrical and wry, Lerner captures the texture of what it’s 

like to be alive now when the difficulty of imagining the future has changed our relation to both our 

present and past. Exploring sex, friendship, medicine, memory, art, and politics 10:04 is both a 

riveting work of fiction and a brilliant examination of the role fiction plays in our lives. 

 

‘A first novel with glowing endorsements from such literary lights as Jonathan Franzen, Paul Auster, 

Geoff Dyer and John Ashbury – what more could a young writer want? Perhaps some work in the 

New Yorker? Done! Perhaps a second novel published by a larger house? Done! Perhaps some 

attention at BEA? Done! Ben Lerner’s 10:04 is as different from Leaving the Atocha Station  as that 

book was from the poetry Lerner wrote that preceded it…10:04 is a more emotionally open and more 

formally daring book than Atocha.’  Publisher’s Weekly 

 

UK: Granta (Laura Barber)              US: Faber (Mitzi Angel)           France: Editions L’Olivier                                

Germany: Rowohlt                           Holland: Atlas Contact            Italy: Sellerio 

Norway: Cappelen Damm               Portugal: Teorema                  Russia: Corpus                            

Spain: Random House Mondadori 
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                                                               CREATIVE TRUTHS IN PROVINCIAL POLICING 
                                           by Paula Lichtarowicz 
 
Everyone has dreams, and Chief Duong of the Vietnamese Central Highland Police Force is no 

exception. He aspires to a desk job in Hanoi and perhaps, at the end of his career, a statue on the 

roundabout in his hometown. 

So when an opportunity comes up to marry off his beautiful daughter to an influential politician and 

the only thing standing in his way is the small matter of a dowry – a sum easily obtained by a visit to 

the town’s money lender – what right-thinking person would fail to do so? 

Well, possibly his wife. Relations with Mrs Duong have been frosty ever since two road accidents 

rendered their daughter blind, their son mute, and Mrs Duong convinced that the marital union – 

one enacted between North and South, and sown from the seeds of civil war – have been doomed 

from the start. 

And Mrs Duong might be right about the doom, because on the afternoon of the wedding a murder 

occurs. 

It puts paid to the police chief’s plans, and throws his daughter into the hands of an unscrupulous 

money lender, while his son renounces human society to liberate captive monkeys and his wife is 

incarcerated in an institution for the insane.  

Can things get any worse? 

Armed only with his trusty manual Creative Truths in Provincial Policing, Chief Duong steps outside 

the law for the first time in his life and concocts a plan to kidnap a touring British footballer to raise 

the ransom for his daughter – thus inadvertently detonating a global crisis and a nationwide man 

hunt. As it turns out, things can get a whole lot worse before they get any better…. 

Mark Haddon described Paula’s first novel The First Book of Calamity Leek as ‘wonderfully strange’ – 

that hardly begins to describe the continuing emergence of the unique, darkly comedic vision and 

voice of this astonishingly talented writer. 

‘Genius for language and superb imaginative abilities.’ Independent on Sunday 

 

UK publication date: Spring 2015 

 

World English: Hutchinson (Jocasta Hamilton) 
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              THE LAST SUMMER OF THE WATER STRIDER 
                                           by Tim Lott 
 
One morning in London in the early 1970’s, suburban schoolboy Adam Templeton, 17, watches his 

mother choke to death in an accident that he feels he could have prevented. His father, Ray, unable 

to cope, sends Adam to spend the summer with his brother, the mysterious Doctor Henry 

Templeton – a guru, eccentric and spiritual teacher who has moved from the US to live on a 

houseboat in the West Country. 

Berthed at the Ho Koji for six weeks, Adam is suspicious of his peculiar uncle and remains frozen with 

grief. He sulks, sunbathes and lethargically studies history for his ‘A’ level exam retake. Henry – 

charismatic, enigmatic and writing a book ‘about everything’ introduces him to the ‘alternative’ 

community in Somerset – most particularly a beautiful, ethereal, damaged American girl, 

Strawberry, who lives in a shack near the mooring. 

As the summer spools out Adam meets Ashley Toshack, whose father, the local vicar, is fighting a 

battle to evict Henry from the Ho Koji. She is devout, but seductive and in Henry’s view, dangerous. 

As they grow closer, Adam forms friendships and alliances with other friends of Henry’s: Vanya, a 

radical feminist, Troy, a gay, hip capitalist and Pattern, a permanently angry political activist. 

The action takes place as the idealism of the 1960’s degrades into cynicism and magical thinking. 

Adam seeks to come to terms with his guilt over his mother’s death, while Henry chases a dream of 

life that is out of step with the times. As Henry pursues his own personal vision unbendingly, he seals 

the shocking destiny of Strawberry, Adam and ultimately, himself. 

THE LAST SUMMER OF THE WATER STRIDER is more than a coming-of-age story. It is the End-of-an 

Age-story. It tells of the lure of idealism, the power of history over the present and of the many 

different ways in which love can show its face. 

 

UK publication date: 4th June, 2015 

 

UK: Simon & Schuster (Suzanne Baboneau) 
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                                                           SCORPER 

                                                         by Rob Magnuson Smith 
 

Scorper: a noun – a tool used to scoop out broad areas when engraving wood or metal. 

Scorper: the novel – an uncanny and sinister story of an eccentric American visitor to the small 

Sussex town of Ditchling. 

A tale of twitching curtains, severed hands and peculiar sexual practices. 

A book about Eric Gill, sculptor, typeface designer, stonecutter and printmaker, who was one of the 

most brilliant English artists of the Twentieth century. His despicable behaviour has left a surprising 

legacy in the village he made his home. 

Rob Magnuson Smith is an Anglo-American. His debut novel, The Gravedigger won the Faulkner 

Wisdom Award. 

In SCORPER he has written a strange and beautiful English comic masterpiece – with added bird 

bones. 

UK: Granta (Max Porter) 

* This copy is set in Gill Sans, a sans-serif typeface designed by Eric Gill. The original design appeared 

in 1926 when Douglas Cleverdon opened a bookshop in Bristol, where Gill painted the fascia over  

the window in sans-serif capitals that would later become known as Gill Sans. 

 

 

‘SCORPER is a charming, funny, tender pleasure. A pleasing air of mania and madness.’ Andrew Miller, 

Costa Award winning author of Pure. 

‘Powerfully original, funny, strange and haunting.’ Tessa Hadley 
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                                         THE LADIES OF THE HOUSE 
                                                                       by Molly McGrann 
 
On a hot July day, three elderly people are found dead in a dilapidated house in Primrose Hill. 

Reading the story in a newspaper as she prepares to leave the county, Marie Gillies has an 

unshakable feeling that she is somehow to blame. 

How did these three people come to live together, and how did they all die at once? The truth lies in 

a very different England, and in the shocking, secret world of the ladies of the house… 

Redolent of Kate Atkinson and Angela Carter, this richly inventive and atmospheric novel lingers long 

after one has finished, and it marks the exciting return of a novelist described as both ‘elegant and 

edgy’ and ‘masterful’. 

 

UK publication date: 26th March, 2015 

 

UK: Picador (Francesca Main) 
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                                                        VALHALLA 
                                                                                     A Novel 
                                                                                     by Robert J. Mrazaek 
 

On the frozen tundra of Greenland, a serendipitous discovery is the catalyst to a secret society’s plot 

to manipulate the future of the human race. 

Battling gale force winds, US industrialist billionaire John Lee Hancock’s expedition to locate a 

downed World War II Plane stumbles upon a greater treasure. The team’s search-and-locate 

equipment signals an unexpected presence five hundred feet below the ice. As they dig deeper, they 

find the wreckage of an ancient ship along with what appear to be nine perfectly persevered Vikings. 

Rune markings indicate the ship went missing in 1016 BC, and describe an elaborate map, leading to 

the final resting place of the Norse legend, Leif Erikkson. Recognising the value of the find, Hancock 

immediately dispatches his right-hand-man – retired Air Force General, Steven Macaulay – to 

assemble the foremost scholars of Norse archaeology. Macaulay taps the beautiful Harvard 

academic Lexy Vaughan, AKA the ‘code breaker’, for her innate gift in translating early Norse 

markings. Whisked overnight to the ice-cap, Lexy is awed by what she sees. But the research is cut 

short when the mission is brutally sabotaged by an elite attack force. It turns out this serendipitous 

discovery beneath the tundra holds the key to a secret society’s plan to manipulate the future of the 

human race. 

Macaulay and Lexy, working amidst chaos and betrayal from all sides, must piece together the 

puzzles of the ship and its remarkable contents to stop a twisted plot to ‘save’ humanity from all but 

those with Norse blood. Meanwhile, they’re being haunted by an ancient secret religion, Forn Sior – 

with moles in the US government – who will stop at nothing to protect their secrets. 

With an expansive cast of characters, VALHALLA intertwines the heroic allure of the Vikings with the 

intrigue of a modern thriller to create a tension-filled classic adventure. It is the first in a planned 

series featuring Macaulay and Lexy. 

Publication date: October, 2014 

World English: New American Library/Signet (Brent Howard)                           Czech: Talpress                    

Germany: Bastei Lubbe      The Robbins Office Inc.                                                                                                                     
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                                                     THE DAMNED 
                                                                                  by Andrew Pyper 
 
 

Danny Orchard is a death expert. Twice in his life he’s visited the Other Side and returned to tell 

others that heaven and hell are places of your own making. He should know. He’s been to both. 

Ashleigh and Danny Orchard are fraternal twins, not that you’d ever tell by looking at them. Danny 

distant and shy, Ash beautiful and accomplished, the kind of girl who could be anything she wanted 

to be. But there’s a secret at the Orchard house: Ash is a monster, a psychopath who can feel only 

through bringing others pain. And then, on their 16th birthdays, Ash is caught in a fire in an 

abandoned house in Detroit and Danny along with her, her twin brother trying to pull her out of a 

cellar engulfed in flames. 

Both of them die. But only Danny comes back. 

Since then, Ash has haunted Danny, denying him any form of normal life or companionship. Yet 

when he finds a glimpse of love – of family – in Willa and Eddie, a widow and her courageous son, he 

knows Ash will never stop coming after them. It’s why Danny takes his life, to venture back to the 

frightening underworld of Detroit, where he will unearth the mystery of the night his and his sister’s 

fates changed forever. 

THE DAMNED is literary horror, at once thrilling and affecting. An emotionally-driven story of how 

heaven and hell aren’t about death, but the decisions we make in life. 

 

UK publication date: 12th March, 2015 

 

UK: Orion                   US: Simon & Schuster 
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                                                 KNOW YOUR BEHOLDER 
                                                                              by Adam Rapp 
 
                                                                                
As winter deepens in Pollard, Illinois, thirty-something Francis Falbo is holed up in an attic 

apartment, recovering from a series of traumas: his mother’s death, his beloved wife’s desertion, 

and his once-ascendant rock band’s irreconcilable break-up. He hasn’t changed out of his bathrobe – 

‘the uniform of a Life in Default’ – for nine days. All he has left is his childhood home, whose 

remaining rooms he rents to a cast of eccentric tenants, including a couple whose daughter has gone 

missing. As Francis becomes increasingly entangled in the lives of others, the results are by turns 

disastrous, hysterical, and ultimately healing. 

KNOW YOUR BEHOLDER is an uproarious and affecting novel about what we do when our lives have 

crumbled around us and we must collect the jagged pieces of our dreams and begin anew. Seldom 

have our foibles and our efforts to preserve, in spite of them, been laid bare with such heart and 

hope. It is a hilarious and heart-breaking book about a musician climbing back from rock bottom. 

 

US publication date: March 2015 

 

US: Little Brown (Ben George) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Robbins Office Inc. 
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                                                ODDFELLOWS 
                                                                             by Nicholas Shakespeare 
 
 

Picnic Day 

Broken Hill 

1 January 1914 

An Unexpected Enemy Attack 

 

On 1 January 1915, ramifications from the First World War, raging half a world away, were felt in 

Broken Hill, Australia, when in a guerrilla-style military operation, four citizens were killed and seven 

wounded. 

It was the annual picnic day in Broken Hill and a thousand citizens were dressed for fun when the 

only enemy attack to take place on Australian soil during World War I, took them by surprise.  

Nicholas Shakespeare has taken this little known piece of Australian history and turned it into a story 

for our time. 

 

‘A tremendous and captivating writer.’ Independent 

‘One of our best and truest novelists.’ The Times 

 

Publication date: January, 2015 

 

UK: Harvill Secker (Liz Foley)                    Australia: Vintage Australia 
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                                                        THE SHORE 
                                                                                      by Sara Taylor 
 
THE SHORE is named for the collection of small islands off the coast of Virginia which are composed 

of clumps of evergreens, wild ponies, oyster-shell roads, tumble-down houses, unwanted 

pregnancies, murder, storm-making, dark magic in the marshes. 

The novel features various generations over the course of 150 years in interconnecting stories, and 

we observe a sequence of lives lived here – the small miracles and miseries of a community of 

outsiders, and the bonds of blood and fate that connect them all. In its audacious interweaving of 

stories, it recalls David Mitchell’s Cloud Atlas, Jennifer Egan’s A Visit from the Goon Squad and 

Ulverton by Adam Thorpe. 

Dreamlike and yet impossibly real, profound and playful, THE SHORE is a breathtakingly ambitious 

and accomplished work of fiction by a young writer of astonishing gifts. 

 

UK publication date: March, 2015 

 

UK: Heinemann (Jason Arthur)                   US: Hogarth (Alexis Washam) 

Canada: Doubleday (Lynn Henry)               France: Laffont      
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                                                   LOVE ME BACK 
                                                                                by Merritt Tierce 
 
Marie, a young single mother, lands a job at an upscale Dallas steakhouse. She is preternaturally 

attuned to the appetites of her patrons, but quickly learns to hide her private struggle behind an 

easy smile and a crisp white apron. 

In a world of long hours and late nights, where everything runs on a currency of favours, cash and 

cachet, Marie gives in to brutally self-destructive impulses. She loses herself in a tangle of bodies and 

the kind of coke that ‘napalms your emotional synapses’. But obliteration – not pleasure – is her 

goal. 

From ‘5 Under 35’ honouree and Rona Jaffe Award-winner comes an urgent, intensely visceral debut 

novel about a young waitress whose downward spiral is narrated in electric prose. Pulsing with 

fierce, almost feral energy LOVE ME BACK is an unapologetic portrait of a woman cutting a 

precarious path through early adulthood. 

‘Tierce roams like an avenging angel across the landscape of twenty-first century American 

decadence, and the truths she writes achieve a state of near-sacred subversion.’ Ben Fountain, 

author of Billy Lynn’s Long Halftime Walk 

‘LOVE ME BACK is breathtaking, addictive, sexy, raw and honest. I found myself gasping at the 

beauty and sadness of this tale of a bright, damaged young woman trapped in a service industry life 

– I felt her bruises right through the page. Merritt Tierce has written my favourite debut of the year.’ 

Jami Attenberg, New York Times bestselling author of The Middlesteins 

‘In short, interwoven stories, Tierce’s voice-driven narrative paints Marie’s story in language that’ll 

floor you. Her sentences, poetic at times, are honest, dirty, sexy, and times, tragic; LOVE ME BACK 

hits the full spectrum of emotion with its completely unique reading experience.’ Bustle 

‘A sexy and honest debut.’ Marie Claire 

‘A blunt, dark first novel.’ New York Magazine 

‘Thanks to her exceptional short story-writing chops…Tierce’s writing reflects the plot’s quick, sinuous 

turns.’ The Huffington Post 

 

Publication date: 16th September, 2014 

US: Doubleday (Melissa Danaczko) 
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                            LENA FINKLE’S MAGIC BARREL 
                                                           by Anya Ulinich 
 

Anya Ulinich turns her sharp eye towards the strange, often unmooring world of ‘grown-up’ dating 

in this darkly comic graphic novel. After her fifteen-year marriage ends, Lena Finkle gets an eye-

opening education in love, sex and loss when she embarks on a string of online dates, all while 

raising her two teenage daughters. 

The Vampire of Bensonhurst, the Orphan, Disaster Man, and the Diamond Psychiatrist are just a few 

of the unforgettable characters she meets along the way. Evoking Louis C.K.’s humour and Amy 

Winehouse’s longing and anguish, and paying homage to Malamud and Chekhov, LENA FINKLE’S 

MAGIC BARREL is a funny and moving story, beautifully told. 

 

‘Intelligent, sincere, and painfully funny, LENA FINKLE’S MAGIC BARREL is the divorced women’s 

Maus.’ Etgar Keret, author of The Nimrod Flipout and Suddenly, A Knock On the Door 

‘LENA FINKLE’S MAGIC BARREL transcends its influences so thoroughly it creates a form, a language, 

all its own…’ David Ulin, Los Angeles Times 

‘An engrossing graphic novel about the vicissitudes of love, family, immigration and art…She leaves 

us, her readers, with an unmistakable sense of having encountered a rare, indeed magical, talent.’ 

Ayelet Waldman, The New York Times Book Review 

‘A bold new graphic novel…Lena’s online-dating match-ups range from promising to disastrous, 

exposing the sexy sensibility and bookish panache of her darkly delightful Russian-American soul.’ 

Elle 

 

US publication date: 29th June, 2014 

 

US: Viking Penguin (Chris Russell)                   Brazil: WMF Martins Fontes 
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                                               THE GOSPEL ACCORING TO DREW   
                                                                                          BARRYMORE 

                                                                                          by Pippa Wright 
 

A funny, frank and moving novel about female friendship and the painful art of growing up in the 

1990s. Full of humour, nostalgia and all-too-true observations, from the Kindle bestselling author of 

Unsuitable Men and The Foster Husband. 

Esther and Laura have been best friends since they were seven, when Esther was chubby and Laura 

was already perfect. So much has changed since then – school, boyfriends, experimental hair-dye, 

university, jobs, London, babies – and their friendship has changed just as much, but they are still 

close, still inextricably linked to one another. 

So when Esther is told that Laura has suddenly gone missing, she leaves everything behind – 

including her husband and small child – to fly to San Francisco and trace her friend’s last 

movements. All she has is an email from Laura: “I’m channelling Drew Barrymore, as ever. The 

Gospel, right?” 

In trying to understand why Laura has disappeared, and what on earth Drew Barrymore has to do 

with it, Esther needs to look back. Back at the secrets woven into their friendship and the truths 

she’s avoided facing for so long. 

Praise for The Foster Husband: 

‘This novel is full of humour, heart, superb characters and wise sentiment. Pippa Wright is, without a 

doubt, one of my most favourite authors in fiction. Her stories are refreshing, utterly modern and not 

at all frilly. I love it when reading a book leaves you feeling like you’ve just spent the night chatting to 

a friend.’ Caroline Smailes, author of 99 Reasons Why 

 

UK publication date: 26th March, 2015 

 

UK: Macmillan (Caroline Hogg) 
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                                                       A LITTLE LIFE 
                                                                                    by Hanya Yanagihara 
 

 

Tracing the fortunes of four grad-school friends over three decades in New York, A LITTLE LIFE is the 

story of Willem, a would-be actor languishing as a waiter; JB, a receptionist seeking entry to the art 

world; Malcolm, a cog at a corporate architecture firm; and Jude, an enigmatic orphan whom law 

school has finally lent an identity. As they gradually foray from the last vestige of their adolescence – 

a dilapidated Tribeca apartment – they grapple with money, addiction, sex and success. 

Yet their greatest challenge, each comes to realise, is Jude himself, by midlife a terrifyingly talented 

litigator and yet an increasingly broken man, his mind and body scarred by an unspeakable 

childhood. 

Before his friends can save him from self-destruction, they have to uncover the pulsing secrets he’s 

internalized, all the while seeking solace of their own. 

In rich and resplendent prose, Yanagihara has fashioned a tragic hymn to brotherly love, a masterful 

depiction of heartbreak and a dark examination of what it means to make it in America. 

 

US publication date: 21st April, 2015 

 

US: Doubleday (Gerry Howard)   
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                                          INVISIBLE:  
                                                          The Dangerous Allure of the Unseen 
                                                          by Philip Ball 
 

Science is said to be on the threshold of achieving the ancient dream of making objects invisible. But 

the stories that we have told about invisibility are not about technical capability but about power, 

sex, concealment, morality and corruption. Precisely because they refer to matters that lie beyond 

our senses, unseen beings and worlds have long been a repository for hopes, fears and supressed 

desires. Ideas of invisibility are, like all idea rooted in legend, ultimately parables about our own 

potential and weaknesses. 

INVISIBLE presents the first comprehensive survey of the roles that the idea of invisibility has played 

throughout times and culture. This territory takes us from medieval grimoires to cutting-edge 

nanotechnology, from fairy tales about ghosts to the dawn of nuclear physics and the discovery of 

dark energy. We need to attend to many voices: to Plato and Shakespeare, to James Clerk Maxwell 

and Victorian music-hall magicians. We will discover new worlds: some of them already known, 

some sheer fantasy, others whose existence has been asserted but is yet to be proved. 

 

‘A fascinating compendium of the ways in which both the idea and the reality of invisibility have 

resonated in human minds over centuries.’ Economist  

‘Labelling Ball a science writer sells his writing short, for its value lies above all in a range that 

dissolves the awkward silences between science and the larger culture of which it is part.’ 

Independent 

 

UK publication date: 7th August, 2014. 

 
UK: Bodley Head (Stuart Williams/Jorg Hensgen)                        Italy: Einaudi                                                                      
 
US: University of Chicago Press (Karen Merikangas                     Spain: Turner                                                                                                                                                     
                                                          Darling)                                                                                                                               
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                                      THE EVE OF DESTRUCTION 
                                                                   by Peter Biskind 
 
A thought-provoking look at how extremism permeates our society, showing the slow and steady 

shift from optimism in movies, books, and culture to a culture of despair in which the apocalypse 

itself becomes entertainment. Beginning with Avatar and ending with the Left Behind series, THE 

EVE OF DESTRUCTION will be a lively narrative history of the sweep of contemporary popular 

culture, putting it into a historical and ideological context. 

Peter Biskind is the acclaimed author of Easy Riders, Raging Bulls, Down and Dirty Pictures, and Star, 

among other books. His work has appeared in The New York Times, the Los Angeles Times, The 

Washington Post, The Nation, and Rolling Stone.  He is the former executive editor of Premiere and 

the former editor in chief of American Film, and is a contributing editor to Vanity Fair. 

 

US: Metropolitan Books (Sara Bershtel) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Robbins Office Inc. 
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                                                  A GIFT FROM BOB 
                                                                               by James Bowen 
 
From the day James rescued a street cat abandoned in the hallway of his sheltered accommodation, 

they began a friendship which has transformed both their lives and, through the bestselling books A 

Street Cat Named Bob and The World According to Bob, touched millions around the world. 

In this new story of their journey together, James looks back at the last Christmas they spent 

scraping a living on the streets and how Bob helped him through one of his toughest times – 

providing strength, friendship, and inspiration but also teaching him important lessons about the 

true meaning of Christmas along the way. 

 

UK publication date 9th October, 2014 

 

UK: Hodder (Rowena Webb)              Germany: Lubbe                      Holland: The House of Books              

Norway: Bastion                                   Portugal: Porto                         Russia: Ripol 

Slovenia: MKZ 
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                             METALLICA VOLUME 2: 
                                                          INTO THE BLACK 
                                                          by Paul Brannigan and Ian Winwood 
 
From the phenomenal, breakout success of 1991’s Black Album to the band’s controversial 

reinvention with the Load/Reload albums; from bassist Jason Newstead’s shock departure to the 

group’s subsequent meltdown, as laid bare in the extraordinary documentary Some Kind of Monster; 

from the Lulu album with the late Lou Reed to their hugely expensive feature film debut, Through 

the Never, the second half of the Metallica story has been as eventful and controversial as it has 

triumphant. 

With unique first-hand access and in vivid prose, Paul Brannigan and Ian Winwood thrillingly bring to 

life the second half of the Metallica Story – exploring and illuminating the challenges and tensions of 

their superstar years. Unique, larger and louder than life, it is unarguably one of rock’s greatest 

stories. 

‘The second volume, INTO THE BLACK, promises to be an absolute belter.’ Metal Hammer 

‘No stone is left unturned as the band’s insane life is meticulously researched…On this evidence, INTO 

THE BLACK will be well worth the wait.’ Classic Rock 

 

UK publication date: 4th November, 2014 

 

UK: Faber (Angus Carghill)                   US: Da Capo Press (Ben Schafer) 

Finland: LIKE                                            Poland: Vespa/InRock 

Sweden: Massolit 
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                                                                                       THE GOOD WAR 
                                                                                       by Jack Fairweather 
 
In its earliest days, the American-led war in Afghanistan appeared to be a triumph – a ‘good war’ – in 

comparison to the debacle in Iraq. It has since turned into one of the longest and most costly wars in 

history. The story of how this good war went so bad may well turn out to be a defining tragedy of 

the 21st Century – yet, as acclaimed war correspondent Jack Fairweather explains, it should also give 

us reason to hope for an outcome grounded in Afghan reality, rather than our own. 

In THE GOOD WAR, Fairweather provides the first full narrative history of the war in Afghanistan, 

from its inception after 9/11 to the drawdown in 2014. Drawing on hundreds of interviews and 

months of reporting in Afghanistan, Fairweather explores the righteous intentions and astounding 

hubris that caused the American strategy in Afghanistan to flounder, refuting the long-held notion 

that the war could have been won with more troops and cash. Fairweather argues that only 

accepting the limitations in Afghanistan – from the presence of the Taliban to the ubiquity of the 

opium trade to the country’s unsuitability for rapid, Western-style development – can America help 

to restore peace in this shattered land.  

A timely lesson in the perils of nation-building and a sobering reminder of the limits of American 

power, THE GOOD WAR leads readers from the White House situation room to American military 

outposts, from warlords’ palaces in Afghanistan to insurgents’ dens, to explain how the Afghan 

campaign might have been salvaged – and how we must rethink other ‘good’ wars in the future. 

‘THE GOOD WAR is the kind of book one would not ordinarily expect to see for decades, 

encyclopaedic in sweep and yet rich with colourful detail. Jack Fairweather writes with respect but 

often damning insight. He seems to have digested everything written about the war, and to have 

talked with every player, open and clandestine. This timely, absorbing narrative captures the essence 

of an infuriating place, illustrating once again a seemingly unlearnable lesson: there are strict limits 

to what can be accomplished by force.’ Mark Bowden, author of Black Hawk Down: A Story of 

Modern War 

 

UK publication date: 11th November, 2014 

 

UK: Cape (Dan Franklin)                   US: Basic Books (Alex Littlefield) 
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                               THE MARRIAGE BOOK: 
                                                          Centuries of Advice, Inspiration,  

                              and Cautionary Tales 
                                                          by Lisa Grunwald and Stephen Adler 
 

A lively compendium sprinkled with advice and humour, inspiration and cautionary tales, THE 

MARRIAGE BOOK offers the wisdom – and much of the folly – of the ages for everything relating to 

marriage. 

Marriage is the union of two people who become partners in life, traveling the sometimes 

treacherous road from I to we. As such, it can be the source of some of the best pleasures and worst 

pain. No wonder everyone seems to have an idea about how to do it right. Organised alphabetically 

by theme – from adultery and anniversaries, children and communication, devotion and divorce, to 

fidelity and jealousy, legalities and love, money and passion, proposals and second marriages, and 

much more – here is the essential browsable source of marital advice spanning centuries and 

cultures, sources and genres. 

Grunwald and Adler mined archives, historical societies, the internet, university collections, 

biographies, flea markets, their friends’ attics, and personal contacts in the arts, journalism, law, 

politics, and business to compile the best anecdotes, love letters, poetry, jokes (with cartoons 

sprinkled here and there), excerpts from novels, plays and etiquette and guide books new and old. 

Both the known and the unknown weigh in. To name just a few: Michelle Obama on fidelity; 

Groucho Marx on polygamy; Virginia Woolf on children; Tom Wolfe and Hillary Clinton on devotion; 

Richard Burton and Elizabeth Taylor, Woody Allen, Eugene O’Neill, and Norman Mailer on divorce; 

John Lennon and Yoko Ono on honeymoons; an Italian mother to her daughter on how to keep a 

husband (circa 1300), a 19th century Chinese wife’s advice to her husband on starting out in a new 

marriage; Plutarch on in-laws; George Sand, Yves Montand, and Nora Ephron on adultery; and 

George Bernard Shaw on passion. 

The perfect resource, inspiration, and gift for engagements, weddings, and anniversaries, THE 

MARRIAGE BOOK is an anthology to browse and enjoy, presented with a little humour, a little 

voyeurism, and a lot of variety. 

Lisa Grunwald and Stephen Adler previously edited the bestselling anthology, Letters of the Century: 

America 1900-1999 (1999). They have been married for over twenty years. 

US publication date: Summer 2014 

US: Simon & Schuster (Priscilla Painton)               The Robbins Office Inc.                               
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MEET PARIS OYSTER 

A Love Affair With The Perfect Food 
by Mireille Guiliano 

 
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of French Women Don’t Get Fat comes a memorable 

look at the French appetite for oysters, the characters who harvest and serve them, and the 

compelling reasons why we should all enjoy them. 

MEET PARIS OYSTER is an engaging exploration of the Parisian love affair with the world’s most 
sensuous shellfish. It centres on Huîtrerie Régis, a tightly packed oyster bar in the heart of the City of 
Light, with an opinionated owner and a colourful cast of regulars. Part cultural journey, part 
cookbook, and part slice-of-life play, this book introduces readers to the appetites (gastronomic and 
otherwise) of Paris and its people. Beyond Huîtrerie Régis, the French oystermen, and the other 
characters in pursuit of the oyster, Mireille Guiliano shares information about the best oysters 
around the world, their nutritional value, the best wine pairings with them, and a dozen mouth-
watering recipes that will have readers craving, buying and preparing oysters with confidence. 
Indulge and enjoy! 
 
Mireille Guiliano, a former chief executive at LVMH (Veuve Cliquot), is ‘the high priestess of French 
lady wisdom’ (USA Today) and ‘ambassador of France and its art of living’ (Le Figaro). She is author 
of the #1 New York Times bestseller French Women Don’t Get Fat: The Secret of Eating for Pleasure, 
as well as French Women Don’t Get Facelifts, and three other books. 
 
US publication date: November, 2014 
 
 
US: Grand Central Life & Style (Karen Murgolo) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Robbins Office Inc.         
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                                                                                MR AND MRS DISRAELI  
                                                                                by Daisy Hay 
 
Deep in the archives of the Bodleian Library lies a tattered scrap of paper with newlyweds’ scribbles 

on it. It is a table, listing the qualities of a couple. One column reads ‘Often says what he does not 

think’, ‘He does not show his feelings’, ‘He is a genius’; the other ‘Never says what she does not 

think’, ‘She shows her feelings’, ‘She is a dunce’. The writing is Mary Anne Disraeli’s: the qualities 

listed contrast her with her husband, Benjamin Disraeli, one of the most foremost politicians of the 

Victorian age. 

The daughter of a sailor, on her second marriage and 12 years older than her husband, Mary Anne 

was highly eccentric, liable to misbehave and (worse still) overdressed for grand society diners. Her 

beloved Diz was of Jewish descent, a mid-ranking novelist and frequently mired in debt. He was 

fiercely protective and completely devoted to his wife. She too, was devoted to him, and they were 

both devoted to the idea of being devoted. They wrote passionate letters to one another through 

their courtship and their marriage, spinning their unconventional tale into a romance worthy of the 

novels they so loved. 

Reading between the lines of a great cache of their letters and the anecdotes of others in chilly 

Oxford reading rooms, Daisy Hay shows how the Disraelis rose to the top of the social and political 

pile. Along the way, we meet women of a similar station and situation whose endings were far 

unhappier than Mary Anne’s, acting as a counterpoint to her fairy-tale ending as the landed Angel of 

the Prime Minister’s House. 

In an age were first ladies are under ever-increasing pressure to perform and conform, MR AND MRS 

DISRAELI offers a portrait of one who refused to do either, in a society which demanded she do both. 

Daisy Hay is the author of Young Romantics: The Shelleys, Byron and Other Tangled Lives, for which 

she was awarded the Rose Mary Crawshay Prize by the British Academy and highly commended by 

the John Llewellyn Rhys Prize. 

 

UK publication date: 8th January, 2015 

 

UK: Chatto (Clara Farmer)                   US: Farrar Straus (Ileen Smith) 
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                                                               THE ITALIANS 

                                                                         by John Hooper 
 

Sublime and maddening, fascinating yet baffling, Italy is a country of endless paradox and seemingly 

unanswerable riddles. How can a nation that gave us the Renaissance have produced the Mafia? 

How could a people so concerned with bella figura have chosen Silvio Berlusconi as their leader – 

and not just once, but three times? 

John Hooper’s marvellously entertaining and perceptive new book is the ideal companion for anyone 

seeking to understand contemporary Italy and the unique character of the Italians. Digging deep into 

their history, culture and religion, Hooper offers keys to assessing everything from their bewildering 

politics to their love of life and beauty. Looking at the facts that lie behind – and often belie – the 

stereotypes, his revealing book sheds new light on many aspects of Italian life: football and 

Freemasonry, sex, symbolism and the reason why Italian has twelve words for a coat hanger, yet 

none for a hangover. 

Even readers who think they know Italy well will be surprised, challenged and delighted by THE 

ITALIANS. 

John Hooper is Italy correspondent of the Economist and southern Europe editor of the Guardian 

and Observer. He has spent more than thirty years as a foreign correspondent, reporting principally 

from the Mediterranean, but also on the conflicts in Northern Ireland, Kosovo and Afghanistan. His 

book The Spaniards (later revised under the title The New Spaniards) has established itself as a 

classic. THE ITALIANS is the fruit of more than 15 years based in Italy. 

 

UK publication date: November, 2014 

 

UK: Penguin Press (Simon Winder)              US: Viking Penguin (Melanie Torterelli) 

Russia: Alpina 
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                                     CAPTURED: A Human Mystery 
                                                                   by David Kessler 
 
David Kessler has spent the better part of the past two decades studying how certain addictive 

substances – first tobacco, then food – influence our behaviour. In CAPTURED, he broadens the 

conversation exponentially to explore how and why our logical minds and better intentions can feel 

as though they have been hijacked by something we cannot control. What he discovers is the very 

underpinning of human suffering from any mental affliction, whether it be addiction, depression, 

anxiety, obsession, phobia, or panic. He names this mechanism capture. 

From Aristotle’s belief in the triumph of human virtue, to William James’ concept of selective 

attention, to Freud’s model of repressed desire, David Kessler traces the history of Western thought, 

illuminating the struggle which goes back centuries in conjuring with why we act in ways that are 

self-destructive, why this compulsion. Drawing upon the latest thinking in psychology, medicine, and 

neuroscience, he then adds to the intellectual lens the intimate experiences of people who are – or 

at some point were – in capture’s throes.  

The closer we come to fully comprehending the mechanism of capture, the better chance we stand 

at being able to alleviate its deleterious effects.  CAPTURED is a completely compelling exploration of 

the most enduring human mystery of all: the mind. 

Dr. David A. Kessler is the former Commissioner of the United States Food and Drug Administration 

(1990-1997). He was appointed by President G.H. W. Bush and reappointed by President Clinton. He 

has also served as the dean of the medical schools at Yale and the University of California, San 

Francisco, and he is currently professor of paediatrics and epidemiology and biostatistics.  

 

US: HarperCollins (Karen Rinadli) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Robbins Office Inc. 
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                                                POST-CAPITALISM: A Guide to Our Future 
                                                by Paul Mason 
 
We know that our world is in the process of seismic change – but how can we emerge from the crisis 

a fairer, more equal society? 

Time and again, for hundreds of years, capitalism has proved its resilience, weathering major and 

social crises only to emerge transformed and reinvigorated. But, says Paul Mason, we are living in a 

moment of change so profound – a moment in which ways of earning money, the basic technologies 

of daily life, forms of property ownership are being transformed – that the nature of capitalism itself 

is about to transform into something wholly new. 

In this groundbreaking book, Paul Mason takes us on a panoramic tour of capitalism itself. He 

explores how past societies, when confronted with periods of crisis, have collapsed or changed, and 

provides a powerful critique of why our present system of financial capitalism has failed us. Most of 

all, he shows how, from the ashes of the crisis, we have the chance to create a more socially just and 

sustainable economy. While the dangers ahead are profound, he argues, there is cause for hope. 

This is the first time in human history, says Mason, in which, equipped with an understanding of 

what is happening around us, we can predict and shape, rather than simply react to, seismic change. 

Paul Mason is the award-winning former economical editor of BBC2’s Newsnight and now 

economics editor for Channel 4 News. His books include Meltdown: The End of the Age of Greed and 

Why It’s Kicking Off Everywhere: the New Global Revolutions and he writes for, among others, the 

Guardian and the New Statesman. 

 

UK publication date: 7th May, 2015 

 

UK: Penguin Press (Tom Penn)                            US: FSG (Eric Chinski) 

Brazil: Companhia das Letras                               Italy: Il Saggiatore 
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               FATAL DISCORD 
                                            Erasmus, Luther, and the Rupture of Europe 
                                            by Michael Massing 
 
Award-winning journalist Michael Massing reawakens the sixteenth-century rivalry between 

Erasmus and Martin Luther, showing how the period in which they lived gave birth to modern 

Europe, and still is rich in lessons for today. Revealing the roots of Erasmus’ humanism and Luther’s 

evangelicalism, Massing will delineate each thinker’s milieu as both men struggled to redefine what 

it meant to practice faith at a time when corruption plagued the venerable Christian institutions 

entrusted with saving the souls of Europe’s masses. 

Erasmus of Rotterdam was perhaps the most celebrated intellectual of his day: as funny as he was 

brilliant, as popular as he was prolific, and as vilified and persecuted as he was temperate and 

reasonable. He would correspond with both Martin Luther and the Papacy, pleading his case for 

living lives in constant emulation of the Apostle, and offering up a moderate strategy of a unified 

solution to Church reform. Luther, on the other hand, was known for his sharp personality, insistent 

individualism, polemical mind-set, and scatological references. The intractability of the Roman 

Catholic Church and the momentum of the Protestant Reformation beleaguered both men. Yet they 

would ultimately diverge as Luther’s fervour deeply challenged traditions that Erasmus could not 

forgo. Advocating faith alone, Luther would insist that good works were irrelevant and all that 

mattered was what was in a man’s heart. 

In the end both men faced exile by the faith they devoted their lives to purifying; the Church would 

ban Erasmus’ life’s work and Luther found himself thought of as nothing more than an outlaw, 

excommunicated from the Church. 

In FATAL DISCORD, Massing explores the origins of their ideas and shows how their values still 

resonate today. He demonstrates that the period had a singular impact of shaping world events in a 

time when the most powerful figures were not princes and generals, but scholars and monks, 

producing books and tracts that offered new ways of seeing and organising the world. 

Michael Massing is an adjunct professor at the Columbia School of Journalism, the former executive 

editor and contributing editor to the Columbia Journalism Review, and the author of The Fix: Solving 

the Nation’s Drug Problem (Simon & Schuster). Among the awards he has received, he was named a 

MacArthur Fellow in 1992. His articles have appeared in The Washington Post, The New Yorker, 

Rolling Stone, The Atlantic Monthly, and the New York Review of Books. He Lives in New York. 
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                                                     VILLAGE OF SECRETS 
                                                                  by Caroline Moorehead 
 
High in the mountains of the Ardeche in France lies a tiny, remote village with a long and particular 

history. During the Nazi occupation, the inhabitants of Le Chambon-sur-Lignon saved over 3,500 

people from the concentration camps. There were no informers, no denunciations, and no one 

broke ranks. Together, the villagers held their silence, and kept persecuted people – resisters, 

freemasons, communists, downed allied airmen and above all Jews, many of them children and 

babies – from danger. During raids, the children would hide in the woods, their packs on their backs, 

waiting to hear the farmers’ song that told them it was safe to return. Throughout the years of 

occupations, this village undertook what no other community in France had, and after the War Le 

Chambon became one of only two places in the world to be honoured by Yad Vashem as Righteous 

Among Nations. 

Just why and how Le Chambon and its outlying parishes came to save so many lives has never been 

fully told. But several of the remarkable architects of the mission are still alive, as are a number of 

those they saved. 

Caroline Moorehead travelled across the world to interview these people, and searched little-known 

archives, to bring us the unforgettable testimonies of those involved in this extraordinary account. It 

is a story of courage and determination, of a small number of heroic individuals who risked their 

lives to save others, and of what can be done when people come together to oppose tyranny. Her 

last book, A Train in Winter, was a New York Times bestseller in America, a national bestseller in 

Canada, a New York Times Notable Book of the Year and a finalist for the Dayton Literary Peace 

Prize. 

‘A lot is known about the authors of this inhuman cruelty, the Nazi overlords and their villainous 

Vichy accomplices. Less well-documented are the heroes, the ordinary, decent people, who put their 

lives at risk by hiding and saving Jews from death camps. VILLAGE OF SECRETS is an impressive 

attempt to set straight the record, an uplifting tale of courage and morality…Moorehead travelled 

the world interviewing survivors and had access to archives that few have seen.’ The Sunday Times 

UK publication date: 14th October, 2014 
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                             THE UNDERGROUND GIRLS OF KABUL: 
                                                             In Search of a Hidden Resistance in Afghanistan 
                                                             by Jenny Nordberg 
In Afghanistan, a culture ruled almost entirely by men, the birth of a son is cause for celebration and 

the arrival of a daughter is often mourned as misfortune. A bacha posh (literally translated from Dari 

as ‘dressed up like a boy’) is a third kind of child – a girl temporarily raised as a boy and presented as 

such to the outside world. Jenny Nordberg, the reporter who broke the story of this phenomenon 

for the New York Times, constructs a powerful and moving account of those secretly living on the 

other side of a deeply segregated society where women have almost no rights and little freedom. 

THE UNDERGROUND GIRLS OF KABUL is anchored by vivid characters who bring this remarkable 

story to life: Azita, a female parliamentarian who sees no other choice but to turn her fourth 

daughter, Mehran, into a boy; Zahra, the tomboy teenager who struggles with puberty and refuses 

her parents’ attempts to turn her back into a girl; Shukria, now a married mother of three after living 

for twenty years as a man; and Nader, who prays with Shahed, the undercover female police officer, 

as they both remain in male disguise as adults. 

At the heart of this emotional narrative is a new perspective on the extreme sacrifices of Afghan 

women and girls against the violent backdrop of America’s longest war. Divided into four parts, the 

book follows those born as the unwanted sex in Afghanistan but who live as the socially favoured 

gender through childhood and puberty, only to later be forced into marriage and childbirth. THE 

UNDERGROUND GIRLS OF KABUL charts their dramatic life cycles, while examining our own history 

and the parallels to subversive actions of people who live under oppression everywhere. 

Jenny Nordberg is an award-winning journalist based in New York. A correspondent and columnist 

for the Swedish national newspaper Svenska Dagbladet, she has a long record of investigative 

reports for, among others, the New York Times, where she contributed to a series that won the 2005 

Pulitzer Prize for National Reporting. In 2010, she was awarded the Robert F. Kennedy Award for 

Excellence in Journalism for a television documentary on Afghan women. She is a member of the 

International Consortium of Investigative Journalists. 
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                                     MY KITCHEN YEAR: 
                                                                  136 Recipes That Saved My Life 
                                                                  by Ruth Reichl  
 
Bestselling food writer and memoirist Ruth Reichl’s new cookbook is the record of a difficult year 

after Reichl lost her job as editor-in-chief of Gourmet, America’s preeminent food magazine. 

Stunned, sad and fragile, she allowed herself a few months to mope around the house. But then the 

former New York Times food critic, who made a career of eating in the world’s top restaurant, found 

comfort in a surprising place: her own kitchen. Filled with delicious recipes and organised seasonally, 

the book begins in the fall as Ruth begins to adjust to leaving her hectic life as a magazine editor and 

learns to enjoy having each day to herself. 

Cooking helped Ruth get in touch with the simple things she loved about food: the scent of baking 

bread, the seductive sizzle of onions in a pan. She also joined Twitter, and was shocked to learn that 

there was a bustling community of people who wanted to hear about her adventures at the stove. 

Her unique Twitter voice quickly gained her over 200,000 followers, all excited for the next 140 

character instalment of what Anthony Bourdain affectionately dubbed ‘The Tao of Ruth’ 

Twitter allowed Ruth to fill in the blanks and open up about the joys, frustrations, challenges and 

triumphs that were behind them. IN MY KITCHEN YEAR, she blends memoir with delightfully 

accessible, seasonable recipes from such basics as a steak sandwich (must use skirt steak), braised 

pork shoulder (cider), spicy Tuscan kale (anchovies, breadcrumbs), cherry crostata (sour cherries!) 

and peach cobbler (buttermilk crust). This is a beautiful book that celebrates the culinary – and life – 

lessons learned in the kitchen. 

‘Reading Ruth Reichl on food is almost as good as eating it.’ Washington Post Book World 
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                                    DOING THE MOST GOOD: 
                                                                 Effective Altruism is Changing 
                                                                 Ideas about Living Ethically 
                                                                 by Peter Singer 
 
Peter Singer’s books and ideas have been disturbing our complacency ever since the appearance of 

Animal Liberation. Now he directs our attention to a challenging new movement in which his own 

ideas have played a crucial role: effective altruism. Effective altruism is built upon the simple but 

profoundly unsettling idea that living a fully ethical life involves doing the most good. Such a life 

requires a rigorously unsentimental view of charitable giving: to be a worthy recipient of our 

support, an organisation must be able to demonstrate that it will do more good with our money or 

our time than other options open to us. Singer introduces to us an array of remarkable people who 

are restructuring their lives in accordance with these ideas, and shows how, paradoxically, living 

altruistically often leads to greater personal fulfilment than living for oneself. 

DOING THE MOST GOOD develops the challenges Singer has made, in the New York Times and 

Washington Post, to those who donate to the arts, and to charities focused on helping our fellow 

citizens, rather than those for whom we can do the most good. Effective altruists are extending our 

knowledge of the possibilities of living less selfishly, and of allowing reason, rather than emotion, to 

determine how we live. DOING THE MOST GOOD offers new hope for our ability to tackle the world’s 

most pressing problems. 

Peter Singer is Ira W. DeCamp Professor of Bioethics, Princeton University and Laureate Professor, 

School of Historical and Philosophical Studies, University of Melbourne. The most prominent ethicist 

of our time, he is the author of more than twenty books including Animal Liberation, Practical Ethics, 

and The Life You Can Save. He divides his time between New York City and Melbourne, Australia. 
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                                                           A DOVE AMONG HAWKS: 
                                                                                               A Memoir of High Hopes and  
                                                                                               Missed Opportunities in Iraq 
                                                                                               by Emma Sky 

 

The unique story of a woman who volunteered to help rebuild Iraq after Saddam Hussein, how she 

fell in love with the Iraqi people and ended up advising the American military. 

When Emma Sky responded to the request by the UK’s Foreign and Commonwealth Office for 

volunteers to help rebuild Iraq after the overthrow of Saddam Hussein, she had little idea what she 

was letting herself in for. But then it was only supposed to be for three months… 

In this powerful memoir, Sky recounts her experiences in Iraq. It begins in 2003 when she was 

working as a representative of the Coalition Provisional Authority in the Province of Kirkuk alongside 

American paratroopers; continues when she becomes the political advisor to American General Ray 

Odierno during the Surge; goes through the drawdown of US troops; and ends with the takeover of a 

third of Iraq by the Islamic State. 

Sky takes us inside the ordered world of the US military and introduces us to the diversity of Iraqi 

society. With a sharp eye for detail and extraordinary empathy, Sky shows the human face of the 

American military machine and gives voice to both the fears and hopes of individual Iraqis. 

DOVE AMONG HAWKS is about the occupation of Iraq, and the struggle to find stability. At one level, 

the memoir is a tragic account of the US project to impose democracy on a country traumatized by 

decades of wars and sanctions, newly liberated from the most brutal of regimes. But at its heart, it 

tells a story of camaraderie, leadership and relationships and the bonds built between people 

thrown together in different circumstances. Beneath the violence in Iraq, Sky reveals to us a 

common humanity. 

 

UK publication date: 6th August, 2015 
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                                                        ON SILBURY HILL 
                                                                                     by Adam Thorpe 
 

Silbury Hill in Wiltshire has inspired and perplexed people for generations. Artists and poets have 

fathomed their deepest thoughts searching for the hill’s hidden meanings, archaeologists have 

tunnelled through earth for fragments that prove its purpose. But for all this human endeavour, 

Silbury Hill remains a mystery. We do know it is the largest prehistoric mound in Europe. But was it 

once an island, moated by water? Was it a place of worship and celebration, perhaps a vast measure 

of the passing seasons? Along with Stonehenge and Avebury, was it part of a healing landscape or a 

physical memory of the long-ago dead? Silnbury Hill is the sum of all that we project. A blank screen 

where human dreams and nightmares flicker.  

The hill has been part of Adam Thorpe’s own life since his schooldays at Marborough, which he 

would often escape in the surrounding downlands. He has carried Silbury ever since, through his 

teenage years in Cameroon. Into his adulthood in southern England and France: its presence fused 

to each landscape which became his home.  

ON SILBURY HILL is Adam Thorpe’s own projection onto Silbury’s grassy slopes. It is a chalkland 

memoir told in fragments and family snapshots, skilfully built, layer on layer, from Britain’s ancient 

and modern past. 

You should burrow in and discover this for yourself.’ Paul Farely, The Guardian 

‘It seems to me to be everything that a book ought to be or should want to be: beautiful, suggestive, 

personal, knowing and uncertain, old but of now, funny and modest and ripe in its lived-in ways.’ Tim 

Dee 

‘This is a beautiful book…photographs and prints of varying shapes and sizes punctuate the text, 

giving it the intimate feel of a private album or scrapbook. It has been put together with love, and it 

shows.’ Rachel Cooke, The Observer  

 

Radio 4 Book of the Week 
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                                                          VICTORIA: A LIFE 

                                                                                        by A.N. Wilson 

 

When Queen Victoria died in 1901, she had ruled for nearly sixty-four years. She was mother of nine 

and grandmother of forty-two, and the matriarch of Royal Europe, through the marriages of her 

children. To many, Queen Victoria is a ruler shrouded in myth and mystique – an aging, stiff widow, 

paraded as the figurehead to an all-male imperial enterprise. But in truth, Britain’s longest reigning 

monarch was one of the most passionate, expressive, humorous and unconventional women who 

ever lived, and the story of her life continues to fascinate. 

A.N. Wilson’s exhaustively researched and definitive biography includes a wealth of new material 

from previously unseen sources, to show us Queen Victoria as she’s never been seen before. It 

explores the curious set of circumstances that led to Victoria's coronation, her strange and isolated 

childhood, her passionate marriage, Prince Albert's pivotal influence, her widowhood and 

subsequent intimate friendship with John Brown, set against the backdrop of this momentous epoch 

in Britain - and Europe's - history. VICTORIA is a towering achievement; a masterpiece of biography 

by a writer at the height of his powers. 

‘A.N. Wilson…brings his novelist’s perception and immense knowledge of the era (his book The 

Victorians is one the best cultural studies of the age) to his effervescent biography…This won’t be the 

last biography of Victoria, but it is certainly the most interesting and original in a long time.’ Sunday 

Times 

 

UK publication date: 4th September, 2014 
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                             MCQUEEN: Blood Beneath the Skin    
                                                          by Andrew Wilson 
 
The definitive biography of Alexander McQueen which reveals the source of his genius and the 

links between his work and even darker life. 

When Alexander McQueen committed suicide in February 2010, aged just 40, a shocked world 

mourned the loss of its most visionary fashion designer. McQueen had risen from humble beginnings 

as the youngest child of an East London taxi driver to scale the heights of fame, fortune and glamour. 

He designed clothes for the world’s most beautiful women including Kate Moss and Naomi 

Campbell. In business he created a multi-million pound luxury brand that became a favourite with 

both celebrities and royalty, most famously the Duchess of Cambridge who wore a McQueen dress 

on her wedding day. 

But behind the confident façade and bad-boy image, lay a sensitive soul who struggled to survive in 

the ruthless world of fashion. As the pressures of work intensified, so McQueen became increasingly 

dependent on the drugs that contributed to his tragic end. Meanwhile, in his private life, his failure 

to find lasting love with a string of boyfriends only added to his despair. And then there were the 

dark secrets that haunted his sleep… 

A modern-day fairy tale infused with the darkness of a Greek tragedy, this book will tell the 

sensational story of McQueen’s rise from his hard East London upbringing to the hedonistic world of 

fashion. Those closest to the designer – his family, friends and lovers – have spoken for the first time 

about the man they knew, a fragmented and insecure individual, a lost boy who battled to gain entry 

into a world that ultimately destroyed him. 
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                                              THE PHANTOM TERROR: 
                                                             The Threat of Revolution and the 
                                                             Repression of Liberty 1789-1848    
                                                             by Adam Zamoyski 
 

The advent of the French Revolution confirmed the worst fears of the rulers of Europe. They saw 

their status as storm-tossed vessels battered by terrible waves coming from every quarter and 

threatened by horrific monsters from the deep. Rulers’ nerves were unsettled by the voices of the 

Enlightenment, envisaging improvement only through a radical transformation of existing structures, 

with clear implications for the future role of the monarchy and the Church. 

Napoleon’s arrival on the European stage intensified these fears, and the changes he wrought fully 

justified them. Yet he also brought comfort to those rulers who managed to survive: he had tamed 

the revolution in France and the hegemony he exercised over Europe was a kind of guarantee 

against subversion. Once Napoleon was toppled, the monarchs of Europe took over this role for 

themselves. 

The nature of their attempts to impose order were not only ineffectual, they also managed to 

weaken the bases of that order and the use of force proved counter-productive. Reliance on 

standing armies to maintain order only served to politicise the military and to give potential 

revolutionaries the opportunity to get their hands on a ready armed force. 

The wave of revolutions in 1848 might have embodied the climactic clash that many dreaded, but it 

was no Armageddon, lacking the kind of mass support that rulers had dreaded. But the sense of a 

great, ill-defined, subversive threat never went away, indeed it lingers on in the minds of world 

leaders today. 

A magnificent and timely examination of an age of fear, subversion, suppression and espionage, 

exploring the attempts of the governments of Europe to police the world in a struggle against 

obscure forces, seemingly dedicated to the overthrow of civilisation. 
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